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TRAVEL WITH NARPO 

 

  

T 0800 1777 854 NARPO@NOTJUSTTRAVEL.COM  

First of all MERRY Christmas, yes scary that it’s that time already  

but the next TRAVEL With NARPO will be in 2016  

(unless you get the eshots of course) I’ve had a brilliant time  

helping you and the positive feedback has meant a lot, thank  

you. Quite a few NARPO Members have exciting trips already planned for 2016……….. 

ALSO I was delighted to win 2 awards at out National Conference last week. 

I’ve had a few people query “where can we go that’s safe”  Well it’s a sad fact that the likes of Tunisia is 
now out of bounds and there are issues with Egypt, Turkey and Greece that put a lot of people off going, 
even though you can still travel. 

This puts more pressure on the availability and prices in Spain, where its possible for a family to go to 
CUBA cheaper than Spain! 

Cruising is growing in popularity, as are luxury “one in a lifetime experiences  

Did you know that Royal Caribbean are offering £25 

deposits on a lot of their cruises right now? 
Some include tips and drinks…………………. 

 

Stuck for Christmas Present Ideas? Well we can help! 

Health Club Day Pass for Two * The Cupcake Experience * 

Race Day with Behind the Scenes Tour for Two * Indoor 

Skydiving * The View from The Shard & Champagne * 

Introductory Flying Lesson * Virgin Hot Air Balloon Flight 

for Two * White Water Rafting*2 Nights Glamping 

 

Telephone 0800 1777 854 

Email narpo@notjusttravel.com  

Join our ESHOTS today for latest 
deals direct to your in box 
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Think CROATIA in 2016………. 
With flights from most major UK airports CROATIA could be the 
ideal spot in 2016. You have sun, the history and short flying times 
combined with some great hotels. Call us for more information  
 
Dubrovnik 
There really is no debate as to whether you should visit Dubrovnik during your time in Croatia. To us, Dubrovnik is essential in 
gaining an insight to Croatian life, cuisine and culture. You can visit this city time & time again; the magic never seems to fade. 

 

 

 

Split 
As the second largest city in Croatia, Split has an awful lot to offer when it comes to food and drink, sights and attractions, shopping 
and culture. It has a rich history dating back to the Roman Diocletian Empire and today it features an interesting mix of beautiful 
architecture and ruins.  

 

 

 

Cavtat 
If you’re looking to escape the busy streets of Dubrovnik, head a few miles south to the centre of the Konavle municipality, to the 
quaint town of Cavtat. Set along the Adriatic coast, this stunning harbour features a traditional kind of charm & incredible views. 

 

 

 

Hvar 
Hvar is a stunning island – also birthplace of the white stone which built Diocletian’s Palace – is a little piece of Croatian paradise. 
And visitors will find everything from great food and drink plus a pretty decent nightlife to the most wonderful natural surroundings. 

 

 

 

Brac 
This stunning island – also birthplace of the white stone which built Diocletian’s Palace – is a little piece of Croatian paradise. And 
visitors will find everything from great food and drink plus a pretty decent nightlife to the most wonderful natural surroundings. 

 

DEALS (all based on 2 sharing) 

CRUISE 

14 nights Caribbean on board Azura 18
th

 March 2016 from £989pp 

4 Nights Amsterdam and Belgium on board Ventura Dec 13
th

 from £189 pp 

7 nights France and Spain on board Azura 1
st
 April from £539 pp 

KERALA : On The Spice Trail Tour  

9 Night tour with accommodation & private driver/guide, breakfast daily, visit Periyar Tiger 

Reserve . Fly with Emirates . For departures May1st to September 22
nd

 , booking by Dec 24
th

  

From only £1079 pp with regional departures possible at a supplement  

Kids: Large selection of child places or for just £1 or even FREE! Numbers very limited  
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